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In this paper we show that by applying a perpendicular magnetic field to a quantum cascade
structure it is possible to enhance the gain of different optical transitions. The combination of
magnetic confinement with a broadband, cutoff-free optical resonator allows the demonstration of
laser action over a large bandwidth, from 733 GHz to 1.38 THz together with the emission at 3.2
THz. A different lasing scheme is revealed that does not rely on resonant tunneling as the main
injection mechanism. In combination with the magnetically enhanced gain laser emission at 1 THz
is observed up to a temperature of 115 K, which corresponds to a ratio kBT /h�=2.3 between the
lattice thermal energy and the laser photon energy. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3481698�

The application of a strong magnetic field perpendicular
to the plane of the layers has provided valuable informations
about the dominant scattering mechanisms active in quantum
cascade laser �QCL� �Ref. 1� structures.2 In the terahertz
�THz� range, where the photon energy h� is smaller than the
LO phonon energy ��LO, the device performance are dra-
matically modified by the change in the density of states
induced by the magnetic field. The suppression of the non-
radiative relaxation channels has allowed the observation of
threshold current densities below 1 A /cm2 for fields above
12 T3,4 and an increase in the operating temperature up to
225 K in very strong fields above 19 T and higher.5

We show that magneto-spectroscopy can also be used to
enhance the gain of different optical transitions in the struc-
ture and, combined with a low loss, broadband optical reso-
nator, reveal different lasing schemes. We investigate the role
of magnetic confinement on a simple THz QCL structure
based on a step-well and described in Ref. 6. The experimen-
tal setup used for the investigation is described in Ref. 3. A
color plot of the laser emission intensity as a function of the
injected current and applied magnetic field starting from 2.7
T is reported in Fig. 1�b�. In panel �a� of the same figure a
Landau fan is shown for the two levels that constitute the
upper and lower lasing states for the 3.2 THz emission.
Adopting the same labeling as in Ref. 6, the laser emits at
12.8 meV �3–3.2 THz� when the optical transition is in-
trawell from levels �5�→ �4�. From the plot of Fig. 1�b� we
can observe the modulations of the laser threshold and the
laser intensity due to intersubband Landau level resonances3

when injecting electrons in state �5� �B=4.1 T corresponds
to ��c=2·E54 where �c=eB /m��. The laser action for the
�5�→ �4� transition is entirely suppressed when ��c=E54, for
B field values ranging from 7–9.2 T. Laser action at E54 starts
again at 9.5 T. As a function of the injected current, laser
action stops when the injector state �1�� is in full resonance
with the upper state �5� and the I-V curve presents the char-
acteristic negative differential resistance �NDR� feature �cal-
culated electric field F=6.7 kV /cm�. Before 4 T the laser
signal after the NDR is still due to the �5�→ �4� transition;

the measurement is in pulsed mode and the edges of the
pulse can switch on and off the laser creating this signal after
the NDR. This signal cannot be discriminated because of the
slow response of the He-cooled Si-bolometer �45 Hz� which
does not allow for a time gating of the optical signal.

At fields between 4.3 and 8.5 T there is a change in the
observed optical signal, which results more clearly from the
sections at constant magnetic field reported in Fig. 1�c�–1�e�.
Such a change reflects the onset of laser action on another
optical transition emitting at low THz frequencies. Spectral
measurements were carried out and the observed laser spans
almost an octave in frequency, starting at 3.03 meV �733
GHz� up to 5.72 meV �1.38 THz�. The laser emission can be
tuned by a combination of magnetic field and applied bias,
�see Fig. 2�c��. In Fig. 2�a� we report a bandstructure calcu-
lation for an applied electric field of 8.5 kV/cm, �above the
calculated NDR value of 6.7 kV/cm�, together with a sche-
matic of the physical process that can create the gain at such
low THz frequencies. The �1��→ �5� transition is strongly
diagonal in real space �z1�1�-z55=26.6 nm� and can present a
high population inversion because, at low temperatures, after
the NDR the electrons tend to cumulate in the upper state
�1��, due to the relatively low wave function overlap with the
lower state �5�. The lower state is depleted by means of in-
tersubband scattering on the transition �5�→ �4�. Being the
energy E1�5 very low, the resonance condition ��c=E1�5 is
satisfied already at B=2.5 T and the observed modulation of
the laser emission E1�5 from the magnetic field is due to
lower state lifetime modulation. When the cyclotron energy
is resonant with the E54 energy �B=7–7.5 T�, which consti-
tutes the extraction stage of the �1��→ �5� laser, we indeed
observe a maximum in the laser intensity.7 We noted that also
the �4�→ �3� diagonal transition could be responsible of the
observed low frequency THz emission, with state �3� de-
populated by phonon scattering. In Fig. 2�d� we report the
calculated energy shift as a function of the applied electric
field for both �4�→ �3� and �1��→ �5�. Population inversion of
transition �4�→ �3� is modulated in the same way as �1��
→ �5� because the Landau resonance ��c=E54 increases the
upper state �4� population. A calculation of the populations of
level �4� is beyond the scope of this paper but we can specu-a�Electronic mail: scalari@phys.ethz.ch.
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late that the majority of the electrons will be accumulated in
the ground state �1�� after the NDR thus favoring the gain on
the �1��→ �5� transition.

The computed dipole matrix element z1�5 is small and
bias dependent �2.2–1.3 nm�, giving rise to very low values
for the gain cross section gc=7−2.5�10−12 m �see note in
Ref. 8�. A long upper state lifetime can balance the losses of
the broadband double metal resonator, evaluated at this fre-
quency to be �tot�5 cm−1 with a two-dimensional FE mod-
eling. It is important to note that in this case the carriers
populate the upper state of the laser transition �1�� not by
means of a resonant tunneling process but by being scattered
from level �3�� mainly by LO phonons and from level �2�� by
intersubband scattering.9 Injection mechanisms based on
scattering assisted transitions are reminiscent of the early
proposals of an intersubband laser.10 A phonon-assisted

scheme has been realized for mid-IR devices11 and recently
in the THz by Kumar et al.12 A photon-phonon scheme has
been also realized on a two-well THz QCL,13 and gain from
injector states was predicted in Ref. 14. The magnetic field
plays a crucial role in stabilizing electrically the structure.
By inspecting the I-V curves reported in Fig. 1�c�–1�e� we
note a change in the NDR shape as a function of the applied
magnetic field. The emitted power at low frequencies �0.7–
1.4 THz� can be estimated by comparing the signal detected
in the same experimental setup at 0 T for the �5�→ �4� tran-
sition. We can estimate a peak power of 3 mW for the low
THz frequency emission. This indicates an high efficiency of
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Landau fan plot of the laser levels corresponding
to the main transition at 12.5 meV. Inset: scheme of the active well for the
3.2 THz emission. �b� Laser emission as a function of the applied magnetic
field �in the region 2.7–10 T� and the injected current for a Fabry–Pérot
double-metal cavity �1.6 mm long, 100 �m wide� measured at T=15 K.
The region highlighted by an orange dashed line corresponds to the laser
emission from levels �1��→ �5�. The vertical dashed yellow lines highlight
the resonances between Landau levels �5,0�→ �4,2� and �5,0�→ �4,1�. �c�
L-I-V curve at 3.2 T and 15 K. �d� L-I-V curve at 5.6 T and 15 K. �e� L-I-V
curve at 7.4 T and 15 K. It is evident the progressive turn on of the diagonal
laser transition �1��→ �5� �dashed line, as indicated in the inset� after the
NDR feature. �f� Spectral emission at 5.3 T for an injected current of 0.35 A:
the two laser emissions are visible but they are not simultaneous.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Bandstructure calculation for the investigated
structure for an applied electric field of 8.5 kV/cm, representative of the
level arrangement after the NDR. �b� Schematic of the laser action: the
injection mechanism is highlighted by a black arrow. �c� Laser emission
spectra as a function of the applied magnetic field for increasing value of the
bias. �d� Calculated values of the energy differences for the relevant low
frequency transitions in the structure. The gray area represents the energies
spanned by the low THz emission.
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the laser �especially taking into account the 95% reflectivity
of the facets at this frequency15� if compared with results
obtained at similar frequencies in bound-to-continuum
devices.3

The dependence of the low THz frequency laser emis-
sion on the temperature and the magnetic field has been also
investigated. In Fig. 3�a� are reported the L-I-V curves in
pulsed mode as a function of the temperature for an applied
magnetic field of 7.3 T. The double-peaked shape of the L-I
curve is most probably depending on the excited modes in
the laser cavity. For another cavity width we do not observe
such a shape �see Fig. 1�e��. Laser action is observed up to a
maximum temperature of 115 K, which corresponds to a
high ratio kBT /h��2.3 between the thermal lattice energy
and the photon energy. The experimental limit16 constituted
by the thermal energy for the operation of THz QCLs is
overcomed by a combination of gain enhancement provided
by the magnetic confinement and the peculiar injection
scheme.

The threshold current as a function of the temperature is
reported in Fig. 3�b�; by fitting the points with the phenom-
enological relation J�T�=J0eT/T0 we obtain a T0=162 K,
close to what observed in Ref. 5 where laser action at 1 THz
was reported up to 215 K but for an applied magnetic field
value of 30 T. In our case we believe that this weak tempera-
ture dependence of the threshold is mainly due to the injec-

tion mechanism rather than to the applied magnetic field
value since the quenching of the phonon emission, which
affects the upper state lifetime, is not as efficient for this
relatively low magnetic field values.2,18 Further insight into
the laser operation is gained when plotting the temperature
dependence of the maximum current density Jmax when the
structure is aligned to resonantly inject electrons in state �5�
�in Fig. 3�b��. The behavior of Jmax is identical to the thresh-
old current density of the diagonal transition. This indicates
that the observed threshold behavior of the �1��→ �5� is
mainly due to the non-resonant injection mechanism which
leads to the charge cumulation in state �1��. The laser action
stops because of thermal backfilling in state �5� since the
intersubband scattering is not efficiently depleting the lower
state at high �T�115 K, 	E54=13 meV� temperatures. One
attractive feature of a QC laser based on non-resonant injec-
tion and diagonal transition is the possibility to achieve las-
ing at very low frequencies since the injection mechanism is
less sensitive to leakage currents which become more and
more important as the subband energy spacing is reduced.3,12

In conclusion, laser action at 1 THz is observed up to
115 K for relatively low applied magnetic fields. A change in
the injection scheme of the laser in combination with a
strongly diagonal transition could represent an alternative di-
rection in the design of THz QC lasers.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a�: L-I-V curves for an applied magnetic field of 7.3
T as a function of the heatsink temperature for a 1.6 mm long, 130 �m wide
laser ridge. �b� Temperature dependence of the threshold current �dots� to-
gether with a fit with the function J=J0eT/T0. The triangles represent the
maximum current when resonantly injecting in the state �5� as a function of
the temperature. Inset: spectral emission of the device at 115 K for an
applied field of 7.3 T.
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